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Investment potential
❖ IATA expects 1% of world GDP to be spent on air transport in 2019 

totaling $899 billion

❖ India expects .3% of annual GDP to be spent in the next 10 years, $2billion 
on training of new recruits and recurrent training of existing manpower

❖ Approx. 60% of pilot training takes place outside India

❖ Train in India regulation which mandates airlines with >20 aircraft to 
setup/lease facilities in India is deferred due infrastructure and 
manpower limitations

❖ Training equipment manufacture potential worth $50mill has not been 
tapped
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India Pilot Outlook
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Global growth at a glance
❖ Passenger air traffic to double by 2027 and 

India is 3rd after USA and China

❖ 255,000 new airline pilots over the next 10 years

❖ Approx. 80% workforce 40-65 years. Large scale 
retirements in the next 20 years

❖ The airline industry will need to produce 70 
new type-rated pilots per day to meet global 
demand. 

❖ Aircraft maintenance engineer account for 30% 
hiring compared to 7.5% pilot hiring

Source: 

CAE Airline Pilot Outlook, CAPA research ,Aerotime news
CAE Airline Pilot Demand Outlook,
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Challenge
❖ Build Aviation Institutions like IIT, NDA to develop a high 

quality & motivated workforce

❖  Train in India, infrastructure and skilled manpower 
development to meet the growth needs & rate

❖ Make in India, training equipment manufacture 

❖ Pilot medical infrastructure handled by IAF is 
overburdened

❖ Invest in India, training facility for the Indian sub-continent
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Existing infrastructure
❖ 30 initial flying training schools with half the numbers fully 

operational

❖ 3 Flight simulator training providers,inadequate (Air India, CAE & 
FSTC)

❖ Air India Central Training Establishment  has failed to upgrade to an 
aviation university and lacks the global reach

❖ 22(5 Init.)IAF medical centre & 25(2)private centers, grossly 
inadequate 

❖ Unorganized and non standardized theory training ground schools 
(undeclared income) and 350 IATA courses (Charging in $)
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Proposal

❖ Air India Central Training Establishment(CTE) an independent 
profit centre should be privatized and Institutionalized

❖ Manufacture Indigenous training equipment

❖ Indian premier training institutions developed on the lines of 
Gurukul system

❖ Indian training methodology, Nidhidyasan developed as the 
path for sustainable learning

❖ Private Indian medical standards, research and infrastructure  
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Value addition
❖ Transform AirIndia CTE as an institution to train pilots in 

India, foray into research, development & retain >$1bill

❖  Manufacture of training equipment worth $50 million in 
10 years

❖ Non scheduled operator (99) simulator and training 
worth $10 million

❖ Prevent loss of man days by creating medical 
infrastructure and training doctors in aviation medicine 
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Summary

❖ There is a need to prevent drain of forex on training 
abroad by creating infrastructure and manufacturing 
equipment

❖ Improve standard of training by developing Indian 
methodologies of training and weaning from the west

❖ Indian aviation medicine infrastructure and manpower 
will enhance manpower availability and carry out 
research
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❖ Capt. Amit Singh FRAeS

❖ Fellow Royal Aeronautical Society, UK

❖ Ex. head of Operations & Safety, AirAsia India

❖ Ex. head of training IndiGo

❖ Aviation blogger

❖  https://mindFly.blog 

❖ https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/blogs/mindfly/

❖ Speaker at International Flight Crew Training, Safety forums

❖ Flying experience >14000hrs A320 & B777

M: +919899399776
+97339486884
T: @flyingamit

L: https://www.linkedin.com/in/
traintofly/

E: consultsinghamit@gmail.com
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